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: 3.6 and 4.6 BASES (cont'd) -

i. B. Deleted annunciating at appropriate concentration le_vels such.that
_

_1

~

:

|. . sampling for isotopic analysis can be initiated.; The design;
.

- | C. Specific Activity details of such a system must be submitted for evaluation and'>

accepted by the Commission prior to its implementation and
A radioactivity concentration limit of 20 pCi/mi total iodine can- incorporation in these : Technical Specifications. :

Ebe reached if the gaseous effluents are near the limit'as set
. .

forth in Radiological Effluent Technical Specification Section Since the concentration of radioactivity in the' reactor coolant is
3.2.'a if there is a failure or a prolonged shutdown of the not continuously measured, coolant sampling would be
cleanup demineralizer.' ineffective as a means to rapidly detect gross fuel element

failures. However, some capability _to detect gross fuel element
in the event of a steam line rupture outside the drywell, a failures is inherent in the radiation monitors in the offgas system +

more restrictive coolant activity sevel of 0.2 pCi/gm of dose and on the main steam lines.-
equivalent 1-131 was assumed. With this coolant activity level j

and adverse meteorological conditions, the calculated
radiological dose at the site boundary would be less than 30 - |-

,

: rem to the thyroid. The reactor water semple will be used to , f

he t ta ra oa e d ne ctiv y w old t expec e to
change rapidly over a period of 96 hours. In addition, the ' |
trend of the stack offgas release rate, which is continuously ;.

monitored, is a good indicator of the trend of the iodine
'

activity in the reactor coolant. Also during reactor startups and |
'

large power changes which could affect iodine levels,' samples {,

of reactor coolant shall be analyzed to insure iodine
. concentrations are below allowable levels. Analysis is required :

whenever the I-131 concentration is within a factor of 100 e' |
'

its allowable equilibrium value. The necessity for continued [
sampling following power and offgas transients will be |

? reviewed within 2 years of initial plant startup.
,

The surveillance requirements 4.6.C.1 may be satisfied by a,

continuous monitoring system capable of determining the total
iodine concentration in the coolant on a real time basis, and '

[

. .
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8. Deleted annunciating at appropriate concentration levela such that !
sampling for isotopic analysis can be initiated. The design |

C. -iteeless-Chemmiserw- Specibc ddivify details of such a system must be selwnitted for evolustion end !

accepted by the Commission prior to its implementation and [
A redanenen ity concentration limit of 20 pCihnt total iodme incorporation in these Technical Specifications. |w

tcien be reached if the gaseous offluents are near the limit as
set forth in Radological Effluent Technical Specification Sence the concentration of radioactivity in the reactor coolant is
Section 3.2.a if there is a failure or a prolonged shutdown of not continuously meneured, coolant sampling would be
the cleanup domineraErer. Ineffective as e means to rapidly detect gross fuel element

t
failures. However, some cepebiliiy to detect gross fuel element

,'

in the event of a steem line rupture outside the drywell, a failures is inherent in the radiation monitors in the offges system
enore restrictive coolant activity level of 0.2 pCA#Dm of dose and on the main steem eines. i

equivalent 1-131 wee assumed. With this coolant sctivity !

level and adverse meteorologecal con 6ejons, the calculated Meterials in the R tor Coolant Systopfare primarily 304 i

steintess steel a Zircoloy fuel e ng. The reactor terredsological dose et the site boundary wrould be less then 30 '

I
,

rem to the thyroid. The reactor water semple win be used to chemistry lim' ' are established t event damage t hose
assure that the limit of Specification 3.8.C is not exceeded. meterials. 'its are pieced on oride concentra ' and
The total radioactive lodme actwity would not be expected to conduct' - y. The most im ant limit is that placed on
change rapidy over a period of 96 hours. In addition, the chlorid oncentration to t stress corross,on crecidng of
trend of the atack offges reisese rate, which is continuously the as steel. The tached graph. Fig /4.6-1, Alustrates
monitored, is a good andcator of the trend of the lodne esults of tests on eased 304 stainisse stoet specimens.f.!

activity in die reactor coolant. Aloe during reacter startups F es occurred a rations above the curve; no failur ,

and large power changes which could affect iodine levels, urred at conc ations below thyfurve. According to |i

date. elloweblef'sude above the es(ablished limit, et thyewygeneride concentrations could be set sevpral jsamples of seester cooient shed be snelyzed to insure iodine
orders of me !concentratione are below eBowable levels. Analysis is

,

required whenever the I-131 concentration is within a factor concentratl (0.2-0.3 ppm) esperienced during power !
of 100 of its alloweble equilibric - salue. The necessity for operati /Zircaloy does 4mi%it similar stressdorrosion t

continesed sampung fogowing power and offges transients will failure / 'j |
be reviewed within 2 years of initial plant startup. / !

,

over, there are vp ous conditions und r which the ;i

; The surveillance requirements 4.6.C.1 may be satisfied by a solved oxygen cpntent of the reector/oolant water c be |
' continuous snonitoring system capable of determming the total gher than 0.2-Oe3 ppm. such as refueling, reactor stort p, and i

lodme concentration in the coolant on a real time basis, and hot standby. ing these periods eth steaming rates as
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